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Role of a Transportation Intermediary

• all intermediaries:
− an “arranger” of transportation logistics / services
− not a “performer” of the actual services

• fact specific question: is the intermediary acting as the “agent” 
(connecting a shipper with a carrier) – or is it assuming contractual 
responsibility for the safe delivery of cargo as though it is the performer 
(and “sub-contracting” to the asset based performers)

• what is the intermediary’s business model / risk appetite: avoiding 
unintended consequences

• “agent” being used as a shorthand, but not be an agent for all 
purposes, and agency may be for either party or both, depending on the 
context.
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Intermediary as Agent

• Generally: presents the duty to follow its principal’s (i.e. shipper 
customer) instructions

• Acting competently, in accordance with usual industry customs

• “arranger” only: not contractually bound to compensate a shipping 
interest for loss, damage or delay as though a carrier (i.e. being 
liable for “good in, bad out” subject to carriage mode specific 
defences, but rather being liable for breach of express or perhaps 
implied instructions from shipper)
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Intermediary as Agent Examples

• Motor carriage: intermediary arranges third party carrier for 
shipper + does not contractually assume carrier-like liability.  
Carrier issues bill of lading at origin to shipper which frames 
transportation contract

• Intermediary does not issue its own form of bill of lading or 
document (or sign a shipper-broker contract form) indicating the 
assumption of a carriage mandate

• You don’t have to own and operate a truck (or a rail car or a 
vessel) to be contractually liable to a shipper as a carrier….
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Intermediary as Principal

• The intermediary issues a bill of lading or acts within certain 
industry norms or practices in a way that only carriers do – has it 
led the shipper to understand that it is assuming liability 

• (what services are held out on a web site….)

• The intermediary signs a shipper-broker contract incorporation 
carrier like liability (i.e. “Broker shall be liable for cargo 
damage….)

• Ocean carriage: Non-Vessel Operating Common Carrier

• Air: Indirect Air Carriers assuming cargo obligations 
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US and Canada: Two Types of 
Intermediaries
• Agent: Broker (more common in most instances)

• Principal: Freight Forwarder (mostly used in connection with LTL 
and warehouse operations)

• In practice, the lines can get blurry, when a shipper contracts with 
a broker, but the parties negotiate principal-like liability. 
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Shipper Concerns When Using Brokers

• Shipper has a contractual relationship with the Broker, not the 
Carrier.

• Shippers want to be able to turn to its Broker, the party it has a 
relationship with, in the event of an incident to be responsible for 
solving the problem. 

• Unauthorized / unrestricted double-brokering (identity theft risk 
and/or third party liability concerns)

• U.S.: Broker solvency: want to make sure the broker pays the 
carrier to avoid double payment.

− If a broker is paid by the shipper, but doesn’t pay the carrier, by 
default, most often the carrier is entitled to be paid by the shipper for 
the services performed for the shipper, resulting in a double payment.   



Shipper Concerns When Using Brokers -
Canada

• Ontario: where Intermediary is “carrying on business” in Ontario it 
must maintain a formal trust account into which monies from a 
shipper that are earmarked for payment to a carrier are to be 
placed - Potential “breach of trust” personal liability on officers and 
directors in event of a failure of a corporate intermediary where 
shippers have paid the intermediary but it has not paid the 
performing carrier

• Canada Bills of Lading Act, s. 2: Every consignee of goods named 
in a bill of lading, … to whom the property in the goods therein 
mentioned passes on or by reason of the consignment or 
endorsement, has and is vested with all rights of action and is 
subject to all liabilities in respect of those goods as if the contract 
contained in the bill of lading had been made with himself.



Cargo Liability (US) 

• Brokers – should be none (responsibility only to facilitate cargo claims 
between shipper and carrier)

• Freight forwarders – default liability scheme in the US: the Carmack
Amendment 49 USC § 14706.

− No-fault, full value liability (value can be negotiated)
− Broker also responsible if:

• “holding itself out as a carrier” or 
• if agrees by contract (non-asset carriers)

• Liability is often negotiated to a lesser amount
− Principals often agree to $100,000 or $250,000 per truckload, or a per pound 

limitation for LTL
− Must negotiate back-to-back terms with its carriers

• Limited liability can be advantageous to shippers too!
− Don’t pay for liability coverage that exceeds the value of the goods
− Shipper insurance + limited liability freight rate ≤ full liability freight rate
− Larger pool of freight forwarders that will provide limited liability
− Much larger pool of brokers if not obligated to assume carrier responsibility.
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Cargo Liability (US) Continued 

• If limitation of liability terms are used, keep in mind a procedure to 
declare higher-value shipments (with a corresponding higher 
freight rate)

• Warehouse liability
− Foregoing is all related to transportation
− Warehouse liability requires a finding of negligence
− Not only classic warehouse operations, but temporary storage some 

carriers will declare that liability changes to that of a warehouseman.
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Cargo Liability (Canada) 

• Provincially deemed “uniform bill of lading”

• $2 per pound where shipper does not declare a value on the bill of 
lading prior to issuance by carrier: all provinces, save Ontario (… 
were shipper does not declare a value on the “contract of 
carriage”)

• Prince Edward Island; Newfoundland + 3 Territories: common law

• Basic liability rules same as United States but Canada does not 
have Carmack “deemed full value liability rules”

• This, plus different rules on claim notification (60 days in writing!) 
can give materiality to a “conflicts of law” (i.e. “what law governs?”) 
problem a U.S. – Canada cross border shipment.

• Importance of contracting on “choice of law” and “forum selection” 
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Cargo Liability (Canada) Continued 

• Major contracting considerations – avoiding the pinch where the 
intermediary accepts cargo loss and damage liability:

[SHIPPER > INTERMEDIARY LIABILITY < SUBCONTRACTED CARRIER LIABILITY]

• Importance of business model identification, implementation and 
risk management: “choose your poison” element

[“PRINCIPAL” LIABILITY AS A CARRIER  > “AGENT” LIABILITY BUT THERE ARE NO DEEMED 
DEFENCES OR LIMITS OF LIABILITY FOR AGENTS]
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Insurance (US + Canada)

• Insurance – depends on who pays
− Be aware of exclusions (theft)
− Waiver of subrogation

• Broker-specific insurance
− Contingent Liability and/or Truck Broker Liability 
− Contingent Cargo Liability 
− Logistics Errors and Omissions Liability insurance 

• Risk to shipper is indirect
− Shippers are rarely beholden to one broker in such away that they 

could not switch.
− Shippers want the broker to remain solvent, to be able to withstand a 

lawsuit, and to pay carriers.
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Freight Claims (US)

• Brokers – no federal procedure
• Freight Forwarders – federal statutes and regulations define certain parameters for claims 

handling and litigation, among other things 
− 49 USC 14706(e) minimum 9 months to file claims, 2 years to bring suit
− 49 CFR 370 (claims handling procedure)
− 49 CFR 378 (overpayment/underpayment procedure)

• Many provisions can be waived (49 USC 14101(b)(1), but still open question on limiting to less 
than these minimums)

• Federal court available for all claims over $10,000
• Dispute resolution is common, but similar to other commercial contracts, some parties favor 

courts

49 USC 14101(b)(1)
A carrier providing transportation or service subject to jurisdiction under chapter 135 may enter into 
a contract with a shipper, other than for the movement of household goods described in section 
13102(10)(A), to provide specified services under specified rates and conditions. If the shipper 
and carrier, in writing, expressly waive any or all rights and remedies under this part for 
the transportation covered by the contract, the transportation provided under the contract shall not 
be subject to the waived rights and remedies and may not be subsequently challenged on the 
ground that it violates the waived rights and remedies. The parties may not waive the provisions 
governing registration, insurance, or safety fitness.

49 USC 14706(e)
(1)IN GENERAL.—A carrier may not provide by rule, contract, or otherwise, a period of less than 9 
months for filing a claim against it under this section and a period of less than 2 years for bringing 
a civil action against it under this section. . . . 
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Freight Claims (Canada)

• Brokers – no prescribed procedure

• Freight Forwarders – not regulated as such in Canada at all

• Road Carriage Claims:
• Notice of Claim

• i. No carrier is liable for loss, damage or delay to any goods carried under the contract of 
carriage unless notice of the loss, damage or delay setting out particulars of the origin, 
destination and date of shipment of the goods and the estimated amount claimed in 
respect of such loss, damage or delay is given in writing to the originating carrier or the 
delivering carrier within 60 days after delivery of the goods or, in the case of failure to 
make delivery, within nine months after the date of shipment.

• ii. The final statement of the claim must be filed within nine months after the date of 
shipment, together with a copy of the paid freight bill.
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Indemnity (US and Canada)

• shipper wants to be “held harmless” by intermediary.

• it is one thing for a broker to “hold harmless, defend and/or indemnify” 
a shipper for its own sins and breaches – but shipper often ask for this 
to extend to the performing carrier’s sins and breaches

• is the intermediary’s insurance company  properly on side with this?

• premium on carrier “vetting” / “selection”

• tension between the intermediary policing the carrier vs. not 
compromising the important “independent contractor” relationship
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Volume / Key Performance Indicator

• Volume
− Broker – typically no minimum volume
− Freight forwarder – more common to have a minimum volume if tied 

to warehousing operations.

• KPI
− Broker – not common (although increasing related to delivery 

windows)
− Freight forwarder – more common (tied to warehousing operations)
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Contract / Bill of Lading

• Freight forwarder must issue a bill of lading or receipt
− Underlying carrier also issues a bill of lading or receipt

• Brokers do not issue a bill of lading

• The form provided by the NMFTA is most common, but there is no 
required form bill of lading.

− The bill of lading could alter the terms of the contract

• Trucking, most common for the contract to spell out all rights and 
responsibilities and to minimize the role of the bill of lading to 
simply a description of the goods and a receipt. 

− One exception is sometimes declared value, but this is often not a 
best practice. 
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Rail Intermediaries Limited to Intermodal

• Railroads largely don’t use intermediaries in the US, with the 
exception of intermodal.

• Benefits of rail intermodal 
− Can be less expensive than using truck alone (especially over longer 

distances).
− Potentially safer/less likely to sustain certain kinds of damage.
− Greener (consider corporate commitments to carbon footprint).

• Drawbacks of rail intermodal
− Less control and visibility to the location of the goods, and therefore 

less flexibility. 
− More touchpoints and more minor impacts to the container, and 

therefore more opportunities for incidents.
− May not be more economical for shorter routs.
− Equipment considerations. 
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IMCs – U.S. only

• Railroad intermediary is called an intermodal marketing company 
(IMC).  

− Railroads “wholesale” their service for intermodal to IMCs.

• IMC customers can be shippers, but are often carriers in other 
modes (ocean carrier or motor carrier), who in turn have a 
relationship with the shipper.  The motor carrier or ocean carrier 
establishes by contract the terms by which it can transfer its cargo 
to rail, so that it can offer intermodal service to its customer.  

• The general liability structure (Carmack Amendment) but with 
common use of limitation of liability is the same as trucking.
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Contracting for Rail Intermodal Service

• Rail Circulars
− Rail circulars, directories, or tariffs govern the rules, including 

limitation of liability, for rail service.  Because shippers do not 
negotiate with the railroads directly, there is not typically a substantial 
deviation from these requirements. Unlike brokers, which can often 
dictate favorable terms to carriers, IMC’s do not have the same 
bargaining power with respect to railroads.  

− Freezing or delaying implementation of requirements is one 
negotiating possibility. 

• Volume Commitment
− Volume commitments are very common for purchasing rail service.
− Volume commitments can be

• in absolute terms 
• on a percentage basis
• on a lane-by-lane basis (Origin-Destination Pair) 
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Contracting for Rail Intermodal Service 
Continued
• Equipment

− Operating on a railroad means accounting for the railcar.  These can 
be provided by the railroad (rail controlled) or provided to the railroad 
by the shipper (private).  

− Intermodal containers can be carried on a flat car, or on a well car, 
double stacked in many instances (truck trailers can also be carried 
on a flat car).  

− Charge for empty return of rail car/balance of equipment flow is a 
consideration for true private railcars.

• Terminal Services
− Lift fees and demurrage are potential points of negotiation.
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Contracting for Rail Intermodal Service -
Canada
• Canada Transportation Act = key legislation

• Rail companies must publish their Tariffs and they cannot charge 
rates other than set out in those Tariffs

• Tariff may set out rates and conditions of carriage

• Default terms – Railway Carrier Liability Regulations

• CTA: service obligations versue effective ability of rail carriers to 
unilaterally prescribe the terms of their contracts

• There may be direct negotiations (“confidential rate contracts”) 
which will then supercede any general tariff

• Carriers need to comply with following to limit or affect liability:
• S. 137: any issued related to liability, including liability to a third party in respect of 

the movement of a shippers traffic shall be dealt with … only by means of a written 
agreement that is signed by the shipper or by an association or other entity 
representing shippers. 
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US Ocean intermediaries

• Regulated under Shipping Act of 1984

• Forwarders
− Assist shippers select and book ocean carriers, handle inland 

arrangements, warehousing, documentation, cargo release, 
payments

− Book cargo in shippers name, do not issue House B/L (not a carrier)
− Licensed and bonded with Federal Maritime Commission (FMC)
− Regulated/licensed only in outbound direction from US

• Non-Vessel Operating Common Carriers (NVOCCs)
− Acts as a carrier, purchases and resells space on vessel operator 

sailings
− Issues House B/L, which is similar to VOCC ocean B/L or sea waybill 
− Licensed and bonded by FMC; foreign NVOCCs are registered with 

FMC; regulated both inbound and outbound from US
− Must publish ocean tariffs, may use confidential service contracts
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US Ocean Intermediaries

Forwarders 

• Act as agent for both shipper and carrier for different tasks

• Always acts as an agent, not a principal; liability as agent is limited

• Shipping Act is not clear what activities may require a license, but making 
bookings, ordering cargo to port, issuing documents, handling payments generally 
will require a license

• Merely finding cargo for carriers and charging a finder’s fee is not forwarding, no 
license or bond required (commission is allowed without license)

• Generally operate under NCBFAA short form terms & conditions, but some service 
agreements are lengthy and complex (in Canada, if a member, under CIFFA –
Canadian International Freight Forwarders Association terms and conditions)

• Customs Broker – separate license

• Prohibited activities for forwarder:
− Booking for unlicensed Intermediary

− Charging both shipper and carrier for a service

− Charging for forwarding when they are a cargo owner (BCO)
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US Ocean Intermediaries

NVOCCs 
• Usually sign service agreements with VOCCs, including deep 

discount on rates, minimum quantity commitments (MQC) and 
Liquidated Damages (LDs) for MQC shortfall

• NVOCCs may operate with tariff rates only
• Most NVOCCs offer shippers service contracts – NVOCC Service 

Agreement  (NSA) with MQC and LDs, and/or negotiated Rate 
Agreements (single transaction, no MQC)

• NSAs and NRAs no longer have to be filed, but records must be 
kept 5 years

• NVOCCs are subject to most of same prohibitions as VOCCs –
may not engage in unreasonably discriminatory practices, 
boycotts or refusals to deal, must charge tariff or contract rates, 
may not rebate, may not book cargo for unlicensed intermediaries, 
or engage in collusive anticompetitive actions, price fixing
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US Ocean Intermediaries

Forwarders

• Negotiable Contract Items
− Rates and charges – if shipper pays for service, rates negotiable, 

incentivized rates possible
− Securing volume discounts with carriers
− Service levels and Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for forwarding 

tasks
− Embedded services – forwarder seconded to shipper plant or 

premises

• Non-Negotiable
− Carrier rate payment discounts
− Guaranteed individual shipment on-time performance
− “Fronting” bookings for unlicensed forwarder or NVOCC
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US and Canada US Ocean Intermediaries

NVOCCs

• Negotiable Contract Items
− Premium, standard or economy service levels, selected VOCC slots
− Rates and charges, volume discounts, KPIs                                                              
− Mitigated pass-throughs of surcharges (Fuel BAFs, Currency CAFs, 

Congestion or Peak Season Surcharges) based on volume
− No liens, special cargo release procedures
− Risk management and custom liability arrangements (high-value)
− Co-loading with other NVOCCs subject to FMC rules

• Non-Negotiable
− Revisions to HBL terms (but can contract around HBL T&Cs)
− First person liability that exceeds VOCC’s liability
− FMC regulations prohibit:

• Waiving LDs for missing MQCs 
• Dealing with unlicensed intermediaries in US trade lanes
• Undisclosed co-loading
• Rebating
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US Air Intermediaries

• Forwarding Agents 
− act as agent for cargo interest
− make bookings, expedite and manage logistics supply chain and 

ground arrangements, handle compliance, TSA, CBP customs 
documentation, insurance, imports and export management, 

− Does not act as a carrier, does not issue air waybill (AWB)
− Generally not regulated, with compliance (CBP, trade sanctions, etc.) 

focused at the principal’s level

• Indirect Air Carrier 
− Undertakes air carriage as “carrier” but is not an FAA licensed air 

carrier; uses services of air-carriers, i.e. a “reseller” like ocean 
NVOCC

− Issues AWBs (non-negotiable receipt and contract of carriage 
designating the consignee at destination)

− Regulated by DOT, TSA, CBP – 49 CFR 1548, 14 CFR 296-7, FAA 
dangerous goods regulations

− IAC Certificate
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US Air Intermediaries 

Indirect Air Carriers
− IAC arranges air transportation for shipper customers.  The IAC may 

purchase or block capacity on flights operated by all-cargo or on 
passenger air carriers. IACs take responsibility for arranging  
transport of the principal’s cargo from point of receipt to point of 
destination for the whole or any part of the journey, using the 
services of direct air carriers (airlines).

− An IAC also may act as authorized agent of a shipper or direct air 
carrier, rather than acting as an air carrier, if the IAC expressly 
reserves this option when the shipment is accepted. 

− DOT has different rules pertaining to foreign and US-based IACs. 
DOT has a registration requirement for foreign air freight forwarders, 
largely to ensure that the entity’s home jurisdiction provides US 
carriers with reciprocal commercial market access.  

− IAC typically is compensated by the shipper that has hired the IAC to 
provide the air transportation service.   

− IAC also may receive agency fees from direct air carriers. 
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US and Canada Air Intermediaries

• Negotiable Contract Items
− Pricing, incentivized rates - commission rates and service fees are 

heavily negotiated
− Service terms & conditions
− KPIs
− Service level requirements customization
− Indemnity clauses largely follow industry standards

• Non-Negotiable
− Individual shipment guaranteed on-time arrival
− First person liability for cargo loss/damage
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